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he rising cost of fuel is a great concern to people across the United States from all walks of life. In
fact, the prices these days are even concerning those who have never really given it another
thought in days not so long gone by. Some of us are hoping for a little more return on our fuel
investment though and seeking new and improved ways of stretching our fuel dollars. There are
many ways this can be accomplished and the more that are utilized in your particular situation; the
greater the reward has the ability to be.

There are the common sense steps you can take to increase gas mileage, which in turn reduces the
amount of money that is fed to your never satisfied gas tank each and every month. Some of these
methods include things such as removing excess weight from the trunk, keeping the air pressure in
your tires at the factory recommendation for maximum efficiency, have regular tune ups,
preventative care, and maintenance performed, turn off the air conditioner, and drive at reasonable
and consistent speeds whenever possible. While not all of these tips are manageable each and
every day using as many of them as possible on a regular basis will greatly reduce the costs
involved in driving your car from one day to the next.

Another thing you can do to improve the fuel output of your diesel vehicle is to find alternative fuels
that are effective and cost efficient. By lowering the costs of the fuel you put into your vehicle you
are effectively paying less for the mileage you are getting provided you are getting equal mileage for
the same amount of diesel. This can be accomplished by purchasing alternative fuels such as
biodiesel, which gets better mileage than traditional diesel fuel and burns cleaner. Many areas also
have fuel that is subsidized with biodiesel at lower prices than regular diesel sells for because
government subsidies are offered for those who seek alternatives that weaken our dependence on
foreign oil. Many find that these fuels are at the very least comparable in value if not superior to
traditional diesel fuel that can be purchased at the pump.

One final way that you can stretch your fuel budget for a few dimes more is by using additives such
as FuelBoost Diesel Additive. The purpose of FuelBoost is to help your fuel burn cleaner and more
efficiently. The chain reaction of which is less required maintenance such as filter changes, more
power, less wasted fuel, and better fuel mileage. You canâ€™t really argue with results such as that and
the savings more than justify the cost of the additive.

We live in a world where dimes may not seem like much alone but if you managed to save one dime
for every gallon of fuel you pump into your vehicle the savings could add up quickly, particularly for
those who use their vehicles for a great deal of travel or for work (such as long haul truck drivers,
tractor drivers, and those who use additives in farm equipment). A penny saved was once believed
to be a penny earned. Imagine the difference a stack of dimes could make.
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